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357· 
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345· 
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The Scholar and the Future of 
the Research L., I70·74i "Divi-
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I 9; The National Medical L.: 
R eport of a Survey of the Army 
Medical L . .. . , rev. of, I9I-92. 
Meyer, Margaret R., "Self-survey 
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"The microcard code," Rider, 44I-
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Microprint, I 70-83. 
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Millett, Fred B., The Rebirth of 
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"Modern authors in New England 
coli. Is.," Rugg, 54-57. 
. Moffitt, Alexander, to Univ. of 
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Future of the Research L., I76· 
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of the Research L., I75-76. 
Mott, Margaret M., "Mildred Em· 
erson Ross, I890-I944,'' 259. 
The National Medical L.: Report of 
a Survey of the Army Medi-
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higher institutions," 232-36. 
Nyholm, Jens, rev., I88-91. 
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ment: The Scholar and the Fu-
ture of the Research L., 180-83; 
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429-40; "The microcard code," 
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Rockwell, William W., "The record 
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in the ref. dept. of the N.Y. p.l.," 
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1.,'' Meyer, I7-I9. 
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